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Abstract—Non-volatile main memory (NVMM) technologies,
such as phase change memory and 3D XPoint, offer DRAM-like
performance and byte-addressable access to persistent data. A
wide range of applications (e.g., key-value stores and database
systems) stand to benefit from the performance potential of these
technologies. These potential benefits are greatest when appli-
cations can access memory directly via load/store instructions
rather than conventional file-based interfaces. This approach
presents several challenges. In particular, applications need
guaranteed consistency and safety semantics to protect their data
structures in the face of system failures and programming errors.
Implementing data structures that meet these requirements is
challenging and error-prone. Researchers have proposed several
libraries and programming language extensions that simplify
this task, but, to date, all the proposed solutions either require
pervasive changes to existing software or rely on special hardware
support. As a result, porting legacy applications to leverage
NVMM is likely to be prohibitively difficult and time consuming.

We propose Breeze, a NVMM toolchain that minimizes the
changes necessary to enable legacy code to reap the benefits of
directly accessing NVMM. Breeze guarantees data consistency
and validity of persistent pointers regardless of failures. The
toolchain transparently detects and logs writes to NVMM and
provides a simple mechanism for identifying atomic sections
while avoiding complications common in previous systems such
as special persistent pointer types. Porting Memcached and
MongoDB to use Breeze only requires changes to 5% of the
source code compared to 7-14% for NVML and NVM-Direct.
Breeze also provides equal or superior performance compared
to NVML and NVM-Direct, outperforming them by up to 10x.

I. INTRODUCTION

Emerging non-volatile main memory (NVMM) technolo-

gies, such as Intel and Micron’s 3D XPoint [31], [17], offer

DRAM-like performance but with higher density and lower

cost-per-bit. Applications such as databases and key-value

stores could avoid serialization costs and improve response

times by leveraging the performance, fine-grain access, and

persistence that these memories offer.

NVMMs promise orders of magnitude better performance

compared to conventional hard and solid state disks, but,

unleashing their potential is challenging. To maximize the per-

formance benefits of NVMM, applications should access them

directly via load/store instructions rather than conventional

file-based interfaces. This requires programmers to construct

persistent data structures that are resilient in the face of system

failures, avoid (persistent) memory leaks, prevent the creation

of dangling pointers, and support multi-threaded operations.

Building these data structures is hard because it requires

careful reasoning about the order in which updates to NVMMs

will become persistent. Since caches will remain volatile and

processors can reorder stores, programmers must issue barriers

and/or flush cache lines to enforce the correct persist order and

ensure data consistency. Applying these barriers correctly is

challenging: excessive use leads to degraded performance [5],

[46], but missing barriers can lead to data corruption.

Researchers have proposed several programming sys-

tems [8], [42], [6], [43] to hide this complexity from the

programmer by providing library- or language-based mech-

anisms to manage and allocate NVMM, define persistent data

structures, and specify the atomic operations that transform

those structures from one consistent state to another. While

these systems provide comprehensive solutions to many of

the challenges that NVMM programming presents, they offer

limited support for porting existing programs and data struc-

tures to make use of NVMM. Applying them to existing codes

require pervasive changes and enormous programmer effort.

External libraries pose a particular problem, since, in the

near term, they are unlikely to have been built with persistent

memory in mind. Given these challenges, and without an

alternative solution, it is likely that most legacy code will not

fully benefit from the performance that NVMM offers. This

will, in turn, reduce the rate of adoption of NVMM.

We propose Breeze that provides programs with transac-

tional access to NVMM and minimizes disruptive changes to

the source code. Breeze includes a user-level library and a

C compiler. It guarantees consistency of persistent data in

the event of failures and minimizes changes to the source

code by transparently providing failure recovery, referential

integrity (i.e., ensuring that references point to valid data) and

garbage collection. In contrast to existing systems for low-level

languages (e.g., C), Breeze does not require programmers to

explicitly create log entries before touching persistent objects

or use specific pointer types to reference persistent memory.

Also, it can recover leaked memory regions without help from

the programmer.

Breeze makes the following contributions:
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• Its compiler automatically generates log entries for non-

volatile data updates.

• It lets programs use normal pointers to refer to persistent

data rather than “fat” or “swizzled” pointers.

• It supports automatic garbage collection for persistent

memory in C.

• It can generate log entries for changes that many third-

party functions make to persistent memory.

We evaluate Breeze in terms of how extensively a pro-

grammer must modify a code base to make use of NVMM

and the performance it offers. To quantify this, we port two

applications, MongoDB [33] and Memcached [12], as well as

a B+Tree and a hash table to use Breeze. We find that Breeze

requires fewer, simpler changes to the source code and meets

or exceeds the performance of competing systems.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We describe

the background and motivation for this work in Section II.

Section III presents the architecture of Breeze while Section IV

describes its implementation in detail. Next, we evaluate ease

of use and performance of Breeze in Section V. Finally, we

provide a summary of this work in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Several NVMM technologies are expected to appear in the

market in the next few years. These technologies present sig-

nificant challenges to programmers, and researchers have pro-

posed several systems to simplify programming for NVMMs.

Below, we explore these issues in more detail and place Breeze

in the context of previous work.

A. NVMM Technologies

Emerging NVMM technologies (e.g., 3D XPoint) promise

latency and bandwidth comparable to DRAM, while offering

persistence and higher density [31], [17], [3], [32]. This

enables computer architects to directly connect NVMM to

the processor’s memory bus and allow applications to ac-

cess persistent data using load/store instructions. Incorporating

NVMM into a system requires architectural support to allow

programmers to reason about how and when updates occur

to NVMM [47], [19]. Currently, processors provide support

for 64-bit atomic writes [16], and provide instructions to

force write backs from volatile caches to NVMM. Together,

these mechanisms are sufficient to build complex, strongly-

consistent data structures that can survive power failures.

B. Programming with NVMM

While atomic writes and cache control instructions are

sufficient, in principle, to unlock NVMM’s benefits, building

complex, fault-tolerant, and highly concurrent data structures

using those primitives is very challenging. In particular, pro-

grammers must address all the challenges that volatile data

structures present, such as memory management and locking.

Both of these areas are well-known sources of bugs and the

resulting inconsistencies in the data structures will be perma-

nent with NVMM. Programmers must also reason carefully

about the order in which updates occur, become visible to other

threads, and reach NVMM. In this respect, building persistent

data structures resembles building lock-free data structures, a

notoriously tricky, subtle, and error-prone discipline.

NVMM also introduces new classes of bugs that are at least

as pernicious as memory management and locking errors. For

instance, pointers from a non-volatile data structure to volatile

memory are inherently unsafe, as are pointers between two

independent NVMM regions (e.g., two mmap’d files) [8].

Researchers have proposed several programming systems

that address these challenges and make it easier to construct re-

liable, persistent data structures. These include NV-Heaps [8],

Mnemosyne [42], and NVM-Direct [6], and they each provide

a similar set of core facilities. First, they provide memory

allocation and garbage collection mechanisms that are robust

in the face of system failures. These eliminate memory leaks

and dangling pointers. Second, NV-Heaps and NVM-Direct

provide protections against creating unsafe pointers from non-

volatile memory to volatile memory and between independent

regions of non-volatile memory. Third, they provide atomic

sections that let the programmer specify which operations

move a persistent data structure from one consistent state to

another, providing a more flexible atomicity primitive than the

64-bit stores that hardware provides natively.

All these systems also place strong constraints on how

programmers write code. For instance, NV-heaps is a C++

library and requires that all objects inherit from a persistent

object base class, and NVM-Direct adds syntax to C in order to

distinguish between volatile and non-volatile pointers. These

constraints are tolerable for writing new code, but it makes

adapting existing code to use NVMM very labor intensive.

This is unfortunate, because there are many legacy applications

that could benefit from NVMM.

Breeze provides a similar set of NVMM programming

facilities, but it also minimizes changes that programmers must

make to enable existing programs to use NVMM. It addresses

challenges such as failure consistency, referential integrity and

garbage collection and paves the way for existing applications

to exploit NVMM without requiring invasive changes.

C. Previous Work

Designing NVMM-optimized systems is one way to ad-

dress the consistency and safety challenges. Examples are

NVMM-optimized logging schemes [15], [20], [45], [21], data

structures (e.g., B-Trees and RB-Trees) [46], [44], [25], and

database transactional protocols such as OLTP [38], [21], [41].

These systems also serve as building blocks for larger systems

like TANGO [2] that uses shared logs to build distributed

data structures. In contrast to Breeze, these systems do not

provide a general approach for optimizing existing software

and assume applications are created from scratch.

Another direction to approach failure consistency is adding

persistence to the memory controller and processor caches.

Whole system persistence [35] and JUSTDO Logging [18]

are examples of exploiting persistent caches to recover from

failures. Additional support from the software is still nec-

essary to prevent potential unrecoverable conditions such as
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deadlocks [1]. Klin [48], WrAP [10], NVM Duet [28] and

ThyNVM [39] combine hardware and software techniques to

offer atomic writes to NVMM. In contrast, Breeze only relies

on existing hardware support in commodity processors.

Other efforts either focus on providing transactional se-

mantics and safety features through programming support [8],

[42], [6], [43], [27], [7], [14] or improving the performance

of such transactional systems [23], [30]. NV-Heaps [8] and

Mnemosyne [42] are among the first to offer such semantics at

user-level. Unlike Breeze, Mnemosyne does not offer garbage

collection and sacrifices flexibility to provide pointer safety

by not allowing persistent memory regions to be mapped

into a different virtual address space after creation. NV-Heaps

provides atomicity and safety guarantees through C++ classes,

however, it requires disruptive changes to existing code.

NVM-Direct [6] provides similar semantics as NV-Heaps

by introducing new programming keywords. In contrast to

Breeze, NVM-Direct introduces new syntax and requires pro-

grammers to use specific keywords to define persistent pointers

and perform atomic updates. Thus, it requires far more changes

to the source code of legacy applications.

Intel’s NVML [43] library provides a framework for build-

ing NVMM-optimized applications and data structures. The

library provides a set of primitives to create transactions and

manage persistent regions. In contrast to Breeze, it does not

guarantee referential integrity of persistent data and requires

disruptive changes to existing programs since programmers are

required to use special pointer types and create log entries.

Other proposals such as Atlas [7], NVthreads [14] and

Atomic-msync [37] adopt existing programming constructs to

help support NVMM programming. However, they either are

only applicable to a particular class of applications or impose

high performance overhead. There are also other proposals

such as Rio Vista [29] and RVM [40] that offer transactional

semantics and failure recovery for byte-addressable storage,

however, they do not offer features such as referential integrity.

III. BREEZE DESIGN OVERVIEW

Breeze provides existing programs with direct access to

NVMM (Figure 1) and maintains consistency of persistent

data while minimizing changes to the source code. It ex-

poses a small set of interfaces which programmers employ

to create/open NVMM-resident memory-mapped files, define

persistent data structures, specify persistent pointers, and trans-

actionally create and modify instances of those structures.

Applying Breeze to existing code comprises four steps (Fig-

ure 2). Programmers use the C macros from Table I to label

persistent structures and pointers. Next, they define transaction

boundaries and replace volatile memory management function

calls with persistent counterparts. Then, Breeze’s compiler

uses this information to generate code to log updates to

NVMM and recover from failures. Finally, programmers link

the object files to Breeze’s user-level NVMM library.

At step 3, Breeze’s compiler exploits the definition of per-

sistent structures and pointers to generate a set of C functions

that will garbage collect and maintain referential integrity of

Fig. 1: The organization of Breeze allows programs to bypass

the operating system and directly read/write persistent data.

Breeze, the green area, is responsible for transaction and

recovery management, garbage collection and allocation.

1) Declaring persistent types and pointers

2) Defining transactions and allocating NVM using Breeze APIs

4) Linking the object files to Breeze library

3) Building the code using Breeze compiler

Fig. 2: Four steps of applying Breeze to legacy software.

persistent objects at run-time. The compiler also creates undo-

log entries for each write to NVMM in order to maintain

consistency of persistent data throughout recoverable failures

(e.g., power outages).

In contrast to existing NVMM programming systems,

Breeze automates logging and garbage collection without

requiring use of managed pointers or special support from the

hardware [43], [6], [42], [8]. The rest of this section explains

Breeze’s design by providing an example of adding persistence

to the linked-list from Figure 3 using Breeze.

A. Declaring Persistent Types and Pointers

The first step in applying Breeze to legacy code is an-

notating the data structures that will be persistent using the

primitives in Table I. Breeze’s compiler uses these annotations

to generate C functions that maintain reference count and

referential integrity of persistent objects at run-time. It also

exploits this information to prevent the creation of unsafe

pointers from non-volatile to volatile memory and between

non-volatile memory pools (i.e., contiguous regions of NVMM

that reside within memory-mapped files). Figure 4 shows how

we use these primitives for the linked-list example.

The changes required to the code are modest. Breeze only

requires annotating data structure declarations, which comprise

a small portion of the source code. In contrast to existing

systems, Breeze does not require programmers to use special

pointer types, inherit from a particular base class, or extend

existing structures with new fields.

B. Atomic Sections

Specifying actions that take a persistent data structure from

one consistent state to another is a central requirement for

a NVMM programming system. This information, allows the

system to restore the data structure to a consistent state in
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NVM STRUCT This is an alternative to struct keyword in
order to declare persistent structures.

NVM PTR
(type)

Declares a persistent pointer of type type in
a persistent structure.

NVM TYPE ID
(type)

Returns type identifier for type, a positive
integer that is used for allocation purposes.

TABLE I: Macros to declare persistent data types and pointers.

1 t y p e d e f s t r u c t Node {
2 s t r u c t Node ∗ n e x t ;
3 c h a r [ 3 2 ] d a t a ;
4 } Node ;
5 vo id main ( ) {
6 Node ∗head = NULL;
7 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < 1 0 ; i ++) {
8 Node ∗ t = m a l l o c ( s i z e o f ( Node ) ) ;
9 i f ( t == NULL) b r e a k ;

10 t−>n e x t = head ;
11 s t r c p y ( t−>da ta , ” H e l l o wor ld ” ) ;
12 head = t ;
13 }
14 }
Fig. 3: This code creates a simple, volatile linked-list with 10

elements by adding new elements to the head of the list.

case of a failure. Breeze facilitates implementing ACID [13]

transactions by providing atomicity, consistency and durability

for all transactional updates to NVMM. It automates logging

and allows performing updates on the main version of persis-

tent objects. Programmers are responsible for isolation, but,

in most cases, legacy software already includes concurrency

control and Breeze allows using the same mechanism.

Breeze relies on programmers to declare transaction

boundaries, and then it automatically generates undo-log

entries for resulting atomic sections. Breeze’s transac-

tional interfaces (Figure 5) include nvm_tx_begin(),

nvm_tx_commit() and nvm_tx_abort(). In contrast

to other systems (e.g., Intel’s NVML [43]), Breeze does not

require the creation of log entries prior to updating NVMM.

Instead, the compiler generates necessary code to create undo-

logs before every write to NVMM.

C. Allocation

Breeze provides programmers with primitives to create non-

volatile pools and allocate persistent objects. Programmers

use nvm_pool_create() and nvm_pool_open() to

create and map a file containing a newly-initialized pool

or map an existing pool into applications’ address space,

respectively. In case of failures, nvm_pool_open() also

performs necessary recovery operations on the pool to ensure

its consistency. Pools are self-contained and include all the

information necessary for failure recovery.

Each pool has a root pointer that provides access to all

the live objects in the pool. Persistent objects that are not

reachable from the root pointer are considered dead and are

candidates for garbage collection. Programmers can modify

the root pointer by calling nvm_pool_set_root().

Programmers allocate space for persistent objects within

a pool using nvm_alloc(). Breeze provides transactional

1 / / d e c l a r e p e r s i s t e n t s t r u c t u r e
2 t y p e d e f NVM STRUCT Node {
3 / / d e c l a r e p e r s i s t e n t p o i n t e r
4 NVM PTR( s t r u c t Node ) n e x t ;
5 c h a r [ 3 2 ] d a t a ;
6 } Node ;

Fig. 4: Declaring persistent types and pointers using Breeze

primitives. The highlights are lines that needed to be changed.

1 vo id main ( ) {
2 s i z e t p o o l s i z e = ( o f f t ) 1 << 2 0 ;
3 NVM POOL ∗pop = n v m p o o l c r e a t e ( ” / nvm / poo l

” , p o o l s i z e ) ;
4 Node ∗head = NULL;
5 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < 1 0 ; i ++) {
6 nvm tx begin ( pop ) ; / / b e g i n t r a n s a c t i o n
7 / / a l l o c a t e a new p e r s i s t e n t o b j e c t
8 Node ∗ t = nvm al loc ( pop , NVM TYPE ID(

Node ) , s i z e o f ( Node ) ) ;
9 i f ( t == NULL) {

10 nvm tx abor t ( pop ) ; / / a b o r t t r a n s a c t i o n
11 b r e a k ;
12 }
13 t−>n e x t = head ;
14 s t r c p y ( t−>da ta , ” H e l l o wor ld ” ) ;
15 head = t ;
16 / / u p d a t e t h e r o o t p o i n t e r
17 n v m p o o l s e t r o o t ( pop , head ) ;
18 nvm tx commit ( pop ) ; / / commit t r a n s a c t i o n
19 }
20 nvm poo l c lose ( pop ) ;
21 }

Fig. 5: Using Breeze for transactional list operations.

allocation and ensures allocated objects are reclaimed if the

corresponding transaction aborts.

Highlighted statements of Figure 5 shows how to use Breeze

for the linked-list from Figure 3 to create persistent pools,

define atomic sections and transactionally allocate persistent

objects.

When a program is finished with a pool, it can close the

pool with nvm_pool_close(). This leaves the pool in a

consistent state and obviates recovery the next time a program

opens it. Breeze closes all pools when the program exits.

D. Breeze’s Compiler

Breeze’s compiler automatically inserts logging code and

generates recovery code for data structures. The compiler

inserts logging code before each write to NVMM, which is

a function call to the undo-logging function implemented in

Breeze’s user-level library.

Library functions could also write to NVMM. Breeze allows

programmers to link the code to any pre-compiled library. The

compiler inserts logging code before calling library functions

to create undo-log entries for NVMM regions that the library

function modifies. We describe how Breeze provides atomicity

for library functions in Section IV-C.

In addition to automating undo-log creation, the com-

piler uses programmers annotations from Table I to generate

code that maintains referential integrity of persistent objects,
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garbage collects unreachable regions and recovers from fail-

ures. Sections IV-E and IV-F discuss the role of Breeze’s

compiler in maintaining referential integrity and performing

garbage collection in more depth.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented Breeze as a C library and a C compiler,

which extends the LLVM compiler infrastructure [24], under

Linux. Breeze does not require special hardware support. Be-

low we describe how Breeze lays out data in persistent pools,

handles atomicity and data allocation, maintains referential

integrity, and recovers from failures.

A. Storage Layout

Breeze organizes persistent objects into continuous regions

of NVMM called memory pools. We utilize filesystem’s nam-

ing mechanism to find memory pools after program restarts

and mmap() them to the program’s address space. Breeze

requires the filesystem to provide direct access to NVMM

pages (i.e., DAX) of memory-mapped files [26].

Memory pools are divided into four segments. The first

segment is the header and contains metadata about the pool

(e.g., pool size) as well as the offset of the root object. Next

is the data segment that contains programs’ data and Breeze’s

allocator is responsible for managing it. The user-level library

utilizes the next segments to store garbage collection data and

the transaction log, discussed in Sections IV-F and IV-C re-

spectively. In contrast to other NVMM programming systems

(e.g., NVML and NVM-Direct), Breeze requires less space

for its metadata since it neither persists allocation tables nor

stores additional information for persistent pointers [43], [6].

B. Memory Allocation and Management

Breeze implements a Hoard like allocator (uses per-

thread allocation tables to minimize false sharing and cache

contention), provides transactional allocation semantics, and

avoids memory leaks through reference counting [22], [4].

Breeze uses a two phase protocol for allocating/freeing space.

At phase one, it creates undo-log entries in the pool’s trans-

action log for allocate/free requests. At phase two, the library

uses the undo-log entries to undo allocate/free requests if the

transaction aborts. The library discards the undo-log entries

on transaction commit.

To achieve faster allocation, Breeze does not persist allo-

cation tables. Instead, it scans the pool during startup to find

free regions and rebuild allocation tables.

C. Atomicity

Breeze’s compiler creates undo-logs before programs mod-

ify persistent memory regions. In contrast to existing NVMM

systems that aim for easy to use atomicity, Breeze’s approach

is applicable to all types of applications and does not require

hardware support, switching between the user and kernel

mode, or coarse-grain logging [14], [18], [48].

First, Breeze’s compiler uses LLVM’s front-end to generate

LLVM IR code. Then, it identifies every instruction that could

1 / / O r i g i n a l code ( no l o g g i n g )
2 memcpy ( d s t , s r c , s i z e ) ;
3 A[ i ] = B[ i ] ;

1 / / Breeze ’ s c o m p i l e r o u t p u t
2 i f ( isNVMM( d s t ) ) l o g ( d s t , s i z e ) ;
3 memcpy ( d s t , s r c , s i z e ) ;
4 i f ( isNVMM(&A[ i ] ) ) l o g (&A[ i ] , s i z e o f (A[ i ] ) ) ;
5 A[ i ] = B[ i ] ;

Fig. 6: Breeze’s compiler injects boundary checks before

memory writes the durability of which is unknown. It does

not add boundary checks before writes to volatile heap/stack

resident regions. At runtime, if the instruction writes to a

NVMM region, the undo-log function is invoked.

update a region of byte-addressable memory, either directly

(e.g., store) or indirectly (e.g., function call). If the

compiler has enough information about the instruction to

decide whether it writes to volatile or persistent memory, it

ignores the instruction or generates undo-logging code before

it, respectively. The undo-logging code calls to Breeze’s undo-

log function and provides it with the address and size of the

write. This function allocates space for the log entry, copies

data from the memory region to the allocated space, ensures

its persistence and updates the transaction metadata.

If the persistence of a memory region is unknown at compile

time (e.g., function arguments), the compiler inserts a call to

Breeze’s undo-logging function before the write instruction,

however, a boundary check precedes the function call to avoid

invoking the undo-log function for volatile memory regions

(see Figure 6). Breeze reserves a contiguous region of virtual

address space for persistent memory pools at program startup

and uses the lower-bound and upper-bound of this region

to perform boundary checking. To minimize the frequency

of such boundary checks, we have also implemented a few

optimizations that are briefly explained in Section IV-G.

D. Atomicity for pre-compiled code

As long as programmers use Breeze’s compiler to compile

the code, it can provide atomicity by inserting undo-logging

code before the instructions that modify NVMM. However,

pre-compiled libraries can also modify persistent data and

Breeze must log these changes as well. Breeze allows pre-

compiled libraries to safely modify NVMM, since recompil-

ing third-party libraries (e.g., standard library) is not always

possible or desirable. As the majority of such library functions

only modify memory regions referenced by pointers passed via

their arguments, the compiler can insert logging code in user’s

code and before the function call instruction. This technique

enables Breeze to provide atomicity even for programs that

call pre-compiled functions. Currently, Breeze logs changes

to persistent data passed as arguments, which is all we needed

for our benchmark applications, but we can extend this to

handle changes to global persistent variables by enabling

programmers to pass the address and size of such variables

to Breeze’s compiler as well.
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myFunction1(a,b,c); // Compiled by Breeze
memcpy(a,b,d); // Unsafe (pre-compiled)
myFunction2(a,b);
strcpy(a,b);
setCacheLine(c,0);

myFunction1(a,b,c); 
if (isNVMM(a)) log(a, c); // Log argument #0
memcpy(a,b,d); // Argument #0 is logged
myFunction2(a,b);
if (isNVMM(a)) log(a, strlen(b));
strcpy(a,b);
if (isNVMM(c)) log(c, 64); // Size = 64
setCacheLine(c,0);

memcpy={nargs:3,wr_set:{[arg0,arg2]}}
strcpy={nargs:2,wr_set:{[arg0,strlen(arg1)]}}
setCacheLine={nargs:2,wr_set:{[arg0,#64]}}

foo.unsafe

Fig. 7: Breeze’s compiler uses foo.unsafe (top) to provide

atomicity for library function calls (middle). foo.unsafe
contains one line for each pre-compiled function that com-

prises the name, number of arguments (nargs) and the write

set (wr_set) for the function. A wr_set is a series of tuples

that identify the address and size of memory regions that the

corresponding function modifies. The programmer provides

Breeze with this information.

We classify functions into atomic-safe and atomic-unsafe.

Atomic-safe functions are compiled by Breeze’s compiler and

contain undo-logging code for instructions in their body that

modify NVMM. Thus, the compiler does not need to insert any

undo-logging code before calling these functions. On the other

hand, atomic-unsafe functions reside in pre-compiled libraries

and Breeze’s compiler has no information about presence

or absence of undo-logging code inside these functions. As

a result, providing these functions with pointers to NVMM

regions might be unsafe and the compiler needs to insert undo-

logging code before calling these functions.

The programmer must use annotations to create a file that

describes how atomic-unsafe functions modify memory. This

file (e.g., foo.unsafe) includes the list of atomic-unsafe

functions and provides the compiler with the address and size

of NVMM regions that each function modifies. As shown

in Figure 7, the compiler uses foo.unsafe to understand

how atomic-unsafe functions modify memory based on their

arguments. For example, memcpy accepts three arguments

(nargs) and writes a total of arg2 bytes (third argument) to

a memory region referenced by arg0 (first argument).

During the process of generating object files, Breeze’s

compiler checks every function call against the list of atomic-

safe and atomic-unsafe functions. No extra work is necessary

for atomic-safe functions (green bullets). In case of atomic-

unsafe functions (orange bullets), the compiler precedes the

call instruction with undo-logging code using the information

from foo.unsafe. An example of the undo-log code that

the compiler generates is shown in the bottom of Figure 7.

Programmers should replace function pointers to atomic-

unsafe functions with pointers to atomic-safe wrapper func-

tions. This enables Breeze’s compiler to insert undo-logging

code before calls to atomic-unsafe functions made through

function pointers.

E. Pointer Safety

Breeze allows programmers to directly update persistent

pointers. This approach has no effect on validity of persistent

pointers as long as the physical to virtual mapping of non-

volatile pages does not change. In contrast to Mnemosyne [42]

which maintains this mapping through kernel-level support,

Breeze allows this mapping to change while maintaining

validity of persistent pointers. If the operating system cannot

maintain the same base address for a persistent memory pool

after a restart (e.g., because another pool is already mapped

to that address), Breeze adjusts persistent pointers to account

for the change by running Algorithm 1. This algorithm adjusts

every pointer of an object inside the persistent pool by adding

the offset between the old and new base addresses.

For example, assume the operating system is mapped a

persistent pool at address 0xA0 when a failure occurs. After

the failure, the application calls nvm_pool_open() to run

recovery and map the pool to its address space. However,

the operating system finds that 0xA0 is in use, so it has to

map the pool to address 0xB0. To keep pointers valid, Breeze

transactionally adds 0x10 to all pointers in the pool.

Since failures might occur during the execution of Algo-

rithm 1, Breeze keeps track of the persistent pool’s base

address for each recovery attempt as well as generation

numbers for persistent objects and the persistent pool in order

to tolerate such failures. Generation numbers are integer values

assigned to persistent pools and objects. Breeze increments

the pool’s generation number for every recovery attempt. The

library updates an object’s generation number with the pool’s

generation number once it finishes recovering the object.

Algorithm 1 Fixing persistent pointers on recovery

1: procedure POINTER REWRITE(pool, object)
2: my base← pool.base addr
3: if object.gen num �= pool.gen num then
4: i← object.gen num− pool.gen num
5: my base← pool.base addr log[i− 1]
6: end if
7: disp← pool.new base addr −my base
8: if disp �= 0 then
9: tx begin

10: for all ptr ∈ object.pointers do
11: ptr ← ptr + disp
12: end for
13: t← pool.gen num+ pool.recovery attempts
14: object.gen num← t
15: tx end
16: end if
17: end procedure
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Consider the previous example and assume another failure

occurs before Algorithm 1 finishes updating the pointers.

When the application opens the pool again, the kernel happens

to map it to 0xC0. The generation numbers and history of

base addresses enables Breeze to add 0x10 to pointers that

were updated during the last recovery session while adding

0x20 to pointers that were not. Breeze can run the recovery

algorithm in parallel to reduce recovery time, or it could

perform recovery lazily when the application accesses an

object for the first time after recovery. The maximum size

of NVMM required to run the recovery algorithm equals the

number of recovery threads times the maximum object size.

F. Garbage Collection

The garbage collection (GC) algorithm leverages the persis-

tent pointer information to track reference count of persistent

data structures. Breeze implements a two-phase GC algorithm

similar to the scheme introduced by NV-Heaps [8] and uses

weak pointers to avoid memory leaks due to cycles.

Phase 1 runs during transaction commit and identifies the

pointers that have changed by comparing each object in the

transaction’s log against its updated version. It records the

new value of each pointer along with its original values in

a data structure called activation record. Activation records

contain the transaction identifier (tx_id), checksum, number

of pointers changed (size), and a list of updated pointers

(ptrs). Breeze ensures persistence of an activation record

before marking its corresponding transaction as committed.

Algorithm 2 describes the first phase of Breeze’s GC: creating

activation records on transaction commit. We use a circular log

of size 216 (log_size) to maintain these activation records

for each transaction, thus, no transaction is expected to wait

for another transaction to commit. If there is no available

activation record, the oldest transaction in the circular log is

restarted to open up space for new transactions.

Algorithm 2 Creating a list of pointer changes

1: procedure LOG POINTER CHANGES(tx)

2: log ← circular log[tx.id mod log size]
3: log.tx id← tx.id
4: n← 0
5: for all obj ∈ tx.log do
6: for all ptr ∈ obj do
7: if ptr.old val �= ptr.new val then
8: log.ptrs[n].old val← ptr.old val
9: log.ptrs[n].new val← ptr.new val

10: n← n+ 1
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
14: log.size← n
15: Update log.checksum
16: Persist log
17: end procedure

1 / / O r i g i n a l code ( no l o g g i n g )
2 f o r ( i n t i =0 ; i <64; i ++) { A[ i ]=B[ i ] ; }
1 / / Breeze ’ s c o m p i l e r o u t p u t
2 f o r ( i n t i =0 ; i <64; i ++) {
3 i f ( isNVMM(A[ i ] ) )
4 l o g (&A[ i ] , s i z e o f (A[ i ] ) ) ;
5 A[ i ]=B[ i ] ;
6 }
1 / / Breeze ’ s o p t i m i z e r o u t p u t
2 i f ( isNVMM(A) ) l o g (A, s i z e o f (A[ 0 ] ) ∗ 64) ;
3 f o r ( i n t i =0 ; i <64; i ++) { A[ i ]=B[ i ] ; }

Fig. 8: An example of using the optimizer to reduce the

frequency of boundary checks and calls to the log function.

Phase 2 consumes the activation records inside the circular

log. For each entry, it increments the reference count on the

object the pointer now points to and decrements the count on

the object it used to point to. A background thread iterates

over the activation records and translates them into a set of

redo-logs (one for each pointer) prior to updating reference

counts. Redo-logs are necessary to make updates idempotent.

G. Compiler optimizations for Breeze

The goal here is to minimize the performance overhead

of using Breeze’s compiler to create undo-log records. A

perfect optimization technique could enable the compiler to

remove all boundary checks and keep the frequency of calls

to the undo-log function at the minimum. Our first step in this

direction is to avoid boundary check and undo-log creation for

pointers that reference stack and volatile heap resident data.

Considering that most of the memory accesses for a wide

range of applications are for heap and stack data [34], this

significantly reduces the performance overhead of Breeze by

reducing the frequency of boundary checks.

We have also implemented a simple optimization for loops

to reduce the frequency of function calls and boundary checks

(Figure 8). The aim of this technique is to replace multiple

fine-grain undo-log entries with a single coarse-grain undo-

log. As a result, this technique can reduce the frequency of

function calls and boundary checks by n− 1, where n is the

total iterations of the loop (64 in our example).

We are working on a few other ways to reduce the per-

formance overhead of Breeze on NVMM applications. An

example is to avoid repeating boundary checks and calls

to the undo-log function for the same memory region. The

compiler utilizes use-define chains to decide if inserting undo-

logging code before an instruction is necessary. This is done

by tracking all reachable definitions for a use (a pointer

referencing a memory region that is being updated by the

corresponding instruction) and making sure undo-logging code

is present for every single reachable definition.

V. EVALUATION

This section evaluates Breeze and compares its perfor-

mance (latency and bandwidth) and ease-of-use against NVM-

Direct [6] and NVML [43] (version 1.0). We use two groups
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Workload Read Update Insert Read & Update
YCSB-A 50% 50% - -
YCSB-B 95% 5% - -
YCSB-D 95% - 5% -
YCSB-F 50% - - 50%

TABLE II: The operations in each YCSB workload.

of applications to benchmark Breeze. The first group includes

persistent implementations of a B+Tree and a hash table using

Breeze, NVM-Direct [6] and NVML [43]. The implementation

of the B+Tree is similar to that of NV-Tree [46]. We use

Cuckoo hashing [36] for the hash table, which adopts DJB2

and Jenkins as hash functions.

The second group are legacy applications that can benefit

from NVMM. We have incorporated Breeze and NVML

with Memcached [12] and MongoDB [33] for this purpose.

Memcached is a general purpose memory caching system with

no durability semantics. MongoDB is a persistent document

store with support for atomic updates. For these experiments,

MongoDB is configured to ensure persistence of each in-

sert/update operation before acknowledging the client.

We exercise these applications with the YCSB [9] work-

loads described in Table II. YCSB provides a common ground

to evaluate the performance of different key-value storage

systems. For our experiments, we populate the storage system

with 10 million key-value pairs of size 1 KB. Then, we

run each of the workloads from Table II to measure the

performance of our target system.

A. Test System

We have utilized Intel’s Persistent Memory Emulation Plat-

form (PMEP) [11] to emulate the latency and bandwidth of

NVMM. The latency and bandwidth of emulated NVMM are

100 ns and 1/8 of DRAM, respectively, and clwb takes 40 ns

to complete. PMEP is a dual socket platform equipped with

Intel Xeon processors with 8 cores running at 2.6 GHz. The

platform has a total of four DDR3 channels, where channels

2 and 3 are marked by the BIOS for emulating NVMM.

B. Ease of use

To compare Breeze’s ease of use with other systems’ we

use the number of lines of code that must be changed in

order to enable an existing application to use NVMM. The

B+Tree and hash table implementations serve as a baseline

to compare Breeze against NVM-Direct [6] and NVML [43].

Table III shows that Breeze requires between 55% and 82%

fewer modified lines than NVM-Direct or NVML.

We have also incorporated Breeze and NVML into Mon-

goDB [33] and Memcached [12]. Table III shows that Breeze

requires between 1.2x to 2.8x fewer changes to the source code

in contrast to NVML. We did not replicate these experiments

for NVM-Direct, but we expect similar numbers for NVML

and NVM-Direct.

C. Performance

Table IV compares the allocation overhead of Breeze against

NVM-Direct [6] and NVML [43]. We report the average

Breeze NVML NVM-Direct
B+Tree 18 101 96
Hash Table 20 45 77
MongoDB 882 1273 -
Memcached 541 1547 -

TABLE III: Measuring ease of use – the numbers measure the

lines of code that needs to be changed.
System / Allocation Size 1 KB 2 KB 4 KB
Breeze 2.51 2.02 2.48
NVML 4.74 4.76 6.01
NVM-Direct 16.59 16.56 16.59

TABLE IV: Measuring the average allocation latency for

objects of size 1, 2 and 4 KB. Numbers are in μseconds.

latency of allocating one million objects of size 1, 2, and 4 KB.

In contrast to NVML and NVM-Direct, Breeze requires 1.35x

and 7.2x less time for allocation, respectively.

We also report performance measurements of our bench-

mark applications using YCSB workloads. We compare la-

tency and throughput of Memcached [12] and MongoDB [33]

against the Breeze-enabled and NVML-enabled versions. We

only use Breeze to compile MongoDB’s storage engine to

avoid unnecessary overhead of boundary checks. Figure 9

summarizes the results. Both NVMM-enabled versions of

MongoDB outperform its original version by avoiding system

calls (e.g., msync()) to persist data. NVMM-enabled ver-

sions of Memcached show higher latency and lower through-

put compared to the unmodified version due to the cost of

providing persistence. Breeze provides superior performance

for such applications compared to the NVML version because

of its optimized undo-logging scheme and not persisting

allocation metadata. The only exception is running YCSB-B

and YCSB-D against Memcache-Breeze where the overhead

of boundary checks cancels out the performance benefits of

Breeze’s optimized transaction implementation.

Finally, we have incorporated Breeze, NVML and NVM-

Direct with the B+Tree and hash table implementations to

compare the performance of Breeze with NVM-Direct and

NVML. According to Figure 10, NVM-Direct shows lower

performance compared to Breeze and NVML due to its ineffi-

cient implementation of logging and allocation. Breeze outper-

forms NVML for YCSB A and F (write-heavy) because of its

optimized undo-logging scheme. Since only the last level of

the B+Tree is persistent, the performance difference between

Breeze and NVML is minimal for the B+Tree benchmarks.

Furthermore, Breeze and NVML show similar performance

for read-heavy workloads.

D. Recovery Time

To measure the overhead of rebuilding allocation tables and

rewriting persistent pointers during startup, we use objects of

size 1 KB and persistent pools with a total capacity of 4, 8 and

16 gigabytes. Also, we varied the number of recovery threads

to measure the scalability of our scheme. Table V shows the

average recovery time of Breeze when the virtual address

of persistent pools does not change (case A). The numbers

directly show the overhead of recreating allocation tables.
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Fig. 9: Performance of unmodified and NVMM-enabled ver-

sions of MongoDB and Memcached using YCSB workloads.

Fig. 10: Average latency and throughput of Breeze, NVM-

Direct and NVML using YCSB workloads.

We also measured the overhead of rewriting persistent

pointers by mapping pools into different virtual addresses

during startup (case B). Table V shows the average recovery

time for these experiments that indicate utilizing more threads

can significantly reduce the recovery time.

VI. CONCLUSION

Breeze provides direct access to non-volatile memories

without requiring disruptive changes to legacy software.

Breeze works with commodity hardware and offers transac-

tional semantics, referential integrity and garbage collection.

The toolchain lifts the burden of logging from programmers,

automatically generates recovery code, allows programmers

to use normal pointers and legacy libraries to manipulate

persistent data, and provides garbage collection. Our measure-

ments show that Breeze significantly simplifies the task of

Threads
A: Map to same VA B: Map to new VA

4GB 8GB 16GB 4GB 8GB 16GB
1 0.62 0.86 1.72 18.95 21.25 42.20
2 0.31 0.59 1.24 10.58 21.08 41.02
4 0.22 0.35 0.70 5.00 10.16 19.94
8 0.10 0.21 0.39 3.10 6.41 12.50

TABLE V: Breeze’s recovery time (seconds) for mapping the

pool to the same or a new virtual address after recovery.

modifying existing code to use NVMM while still providing

better performance than other proposed systems.
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